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A beautifully illustrated, graphic alphabet book with a fun search-and-find twist.If a picture is worth a

thousand words, whatâ€™s in a single letter? Everything in A B See!Because hidden in each

graphic letter are tiny troves of ABC treasures waiting to be found by sharp-eyed readers. Can you

find the apple, arrow, and armor in the letter A? Or the bear, banjo, and bike buried in the letter B?

Read along in this unique alphabet board book that asks audiences to A B See beyond the ABCs.
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I love this book! As an adult, I enjoy skimming the contents of each letter as I know my 1 year old

will...well, when I can get him to sit still long enough to look through the book. I did not purchase this

book on , but at a big name bookstore.

Bought this today in a brick and mortar bookstore and I'm utterly enthralled. This book may not

stand out online, but in person it's *beautiful* -- wonderfully conceived and executed, each large

letter composed of multiple colorful items starting with names beginning with that letter. It's really fun

to look at each letter, to make funny sentences stringing together the items, to touch the lightly

raised/embossed images ... perhaps a 1-2 year might not prefer this over another ABC book, but I

could see a child growing up with this book and cherishing it more and more. A++



This is such an excellent book! I came across it at a local public library.This is one of the most

creative alphabet introduction books ever. Every sentence associated with a letter is creatively

written. In addition, it's so fun taking the time to find all the objects starting with a certain letter that

are hidden in the page.I wish this book existed for other languages.

This is such a cool and unique book! The pictures are all raised, embossed maybe is the word?

Super cute and a work of at in itself. I love it! And there are some pretty difficult things in the

pictures, some of which I wasn't even sure of! So there's a lot of learning potential for the children.

A wonderful and beautiful book for toddlers, children and adults. Our toddlers enjoy the drawings

and the raised texture as they run their little curious fingers across the pages.After the alphabet is a

page with the whole alphabet, so we can sing the song and point to each letter.After the alphabet

are pages of eye spy lists for each letter. This would be good for an older child learning how to

read.We spend so much time reading the book, that we have not used the eye spy section

yet.Adults will enjoy the artwork and well-written sentence for each letter. Each time you read it

there is always more to see.We found this book at an odd store in Santa Cruz in July 2015.

According to the copyright it must have been right off the presses. It is not surprising that it only has

five star reviews. This is a winner! Best alphabet book ever!

The most beautiful and engaging ABC book out there. My 16-month old loves it and I enjoy reading

it over and over too because there are so many hidden items in each letter that I can ask her to find.

She learns new ones all the time and it's fun to see how she remembers them each time we read

the book.

This is great! Beautiful colors.Trace letters with pad of child's fingers. Letters are raised enough to

feel. Maria Montessori used sandpaper letters.In other words... say it, discuss it, hear it, but also use

sense of touch to learn, remember and later help with printing.Notes on book did not make it clear

that you can feel texture of each letter.

This is a beautiful ABC book - it could seriously be coffee table material. I saw it at the library and

immediately knew I had to have one for our toddler's library. She loves finding all the things in the

letters, and just going through all the lovely pictures.
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